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Abstract
Dose uncertainty induced by respiratory motion remains a major concern for
treating thoracic and abdominal lesions using particle beams. This Task Group
report reviews the impact of tumor motion and dosimetric considerations in par-
ticle radiotherapy, current motion-management techniques, and limitations for
different particle-beam delivery modes (i.e., passive scattering, uniform scan-
ning, and pencil-beam scanning). Furthermore, the report provides guidance
and risk analysis for quality assurance of the motion-management procedures
to ensure consistency and accuracy, and discusses future development and
emerging motion-management strategies. This report supplements previously
published AAPM report TG76, and considers aspects of motion management
that are crucial to the accurate and safe delivery of particle-beam therapy. To
that end, this report produces general recommendations for commissioning and
facility-specific dosimetric characterization,motion assessment, treatment plan-
ning, active and passive motion-management techniques, image guidance and
related decision-making, monitoring throughout therapy, and recommendations
for vendors. Key among these recommendations are that: (1) facilities should
perform thorough planning studies (using retrospective data) and develop stan-
dard operating procedures that address all aspects of therapy for any treat-
ment site involving respiratory motion; (2) a risk-based methodology should be
adopted for quality management and ongoing process improvement.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose and goal

Particle therapy can improve dose distributions over
those achieved with photon therapy for patients with
malignancies in the thorax and abdomen.1–4 However,
dose uncertainty induced by respiratory motion remains
a major concern for treating these patients using
particle beams.5–8 Motion-induced dose uncertainties
have been extensively studied in the particle therapy
setting,6,9–14 and strategies such as 4-dimensional (4D)
treatment planning,15–19 rescanning,6,20–23 breath hold-
ing [BH],24 gating,25 tumor tracking,26 and combina-
tions of these techniques27 have been proposed and
implemented at different particle therapy centers.These
studies all underlined the importance of implement-
ing proper motion-management techniques to ensure
the safety and effectiveness of particle therapy. Addi-
tional complexities in particle therapy, such as range-
uncertainty considerations,need to be considered in the
overall motion-management strategy compared to pho-
ton beam treatment.28 Therefore, guidance is required
on choosing the proper motion-management techniques
and how to implement a motion-management program
in the context of particle-beam delivery. The purpose
of this Task Group, TG-290, was to review existing and
emerging motion-management techniques in particle
therapy, emphasizing implementation and quality assur-
ance (QA).To this end,the AAPM Therapy Physics Com-
mittee formed TG-290 with the following charges:

1. To review the impact of tumor motion and dosimetric
considerations in particle radiotherapy.

2. To review current motion-management techniques
and their limitations for different particle-beam deliv-
ery modes (i.e., passive scattering [PS], uniform
scanning [US], and pencil-beam scanning [PBS]
delivery modes).

3. To provide guidance and risk analysis for QA of the
motion-management procedures to ensure their con-
sistency and accuracy.

4. To discuss the future development of emerging
motion-management strategies.

This report will describe the effect of respiratory
motion on particle therapy delivery, review current
motion-management techniques, and provide recom-
mendations for their implementation.

1.2 Scope

This report discusses respiratory motion-management
related topics that are considered crucial to the accurate
and safe delivery of particle therapy. In general, it does

not discuss problems common to both photon and parti-
cle therapy such as target delineation. A brief review of
cardiac motion and its impact on radiation therapy, par-
ticularly particle therapy, is included as an Appendix 1,
but not discussed otherwise in this report.

2 NOMENCLATURE AND DEFINITIONS

The nomenclature and definitions used in this report
follow those used in ICRU Report #78, “Prescrib-
ing, Recording, and Reporting Proton-Beam Therapy,”28

AAPM Monograph #37, “Principles and Practice of
Proton-Beam Therapy,”29 and recommendations made
by NRG Oncology30 and AAPM.31 Additional terms rel-
evant to motion management, in particular for particle
therapy, are defined as follows:

For the purpose of this report, breathing and respira-
tion are used interchangeably.

In general, motion-management techniques can be
categorized as either passive or active. Passive motion-
management techniques (e.g., additional target mar-
gins, 4D treatment planning, or rescanning during treat-
ment delivery for PBS) generally involve freely breath-
ing patients. They do not regulate the beam delivery
according to the patient’s respiratory state. In contrast,
active motion-management techniques (e.g., BH, gated
treatment, or tumor tracking) regulate patient breathing
and/or treatment delivery according to the patient’s res-
piratory state.

BH treatment describes approaches to manage res-
piratory motion during particle-beam delivery by “inhibit-
ing”such motion,with (voluntary BH) or without (involun-
tary BH) active cooperation from the patient.

Gated treatment describes techniques that limit
particle-beam activation to the gating window, a prede-
termined portion of the respiratory cycle. Patients are
usually treated under free-breathing gating (FB-gating)
using this technique.

The interplay effect describes the dosimetric impact
that stems from the interaction of the dynamic particle-
beam delivery with the patient’s internal motion. The
interplay effect is of particular concern for PBS delivery
due to the potential severity of the impact and the diffi-
culty in predicting its magnitude. The difficulty is primar-
ily due to the random components of routine procedures
such as variation in the starting phase of the breathing
cycle, variation in the breathing cycle itself, and delivery
system variations in switching time and dose rate. As a
result of the interplay effect, the actual delivered dose of
each fraction in the treatment course could be different
from the plan and each other.

The robustness of a treatment plan describes the
degree to which the desired dose distribution is resilient
to various uncertainties.32 The uncertainties to be
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considered include information within planning images
and models, limited machine precision, geometrical
errors from patient setup, range uncertainties in particle
therapy, anatomy changes throughout treatment, and
specifically, motion robustness.

The static dose is the dose calculated from a single
computed tomography (CT) data set, be it the average
CT, midventilation CT, or FB CT.33

4D accumulated dose or 4D dose (4DD) is the
weighted average of the doses calculated on either
selected or all (typically 10) individual phases of a 4D CT
simulation scan using the planned delivery sequence.
4DD is calculated using only the treatment plan and
4DCT image set without considering the time depen-
dence of the delivery fluence.34

Dynamically accumulated 4D dose (D4DD) or
dynamic 4D dose (dynamic 4DD) considers the
time-dependent delivery sequence or radiation flu-
ence together with representative anatomic motion
(determined using tools such as 4DCT or 4DMRI
[4D-magnetic resonance imaging]). The summed or
fraction-averaged D4DD tends to converge to the
4DD when multiple deliveries or fractionations are
considered.35

4DD and D4DD could be calculated using selected
phases;examples include phase-based gated treatment
using a predefined gating window.36,37 In such cases,
the phases used for dose calculation should be clearly
defined.

4D treatment planning is an extension of the con-
ventional 3D treatment planning, where the 4D image
dataset, sometimes along with the timing of the treat-
ment delivery, is used to calculate or evaluate the dose
to moving targets and organs at risk (OARs).38

4DD and D4DD are typically used in 4D treatment
planning and motion robustness evaluation.

Rescanning or repainting is a simple PBS delivery-
based technique used to minimize the dose uncertainty
caused by the interplay effect: the same spot pattern is
delivered multiple times. Rescanning techniques can be
based on 2-dimensional (2D)(layered) or 3D (volumet-
ric) rescanning.

(Discrete) spot scanning is a PBS delivery mode in
which the dose is shaped by changing the number of
particles at a specific location defined by the scan-
ning magnets and energy of the beam. The beam is
off between different beam locations (spots) in spot
scanning mode,whereas the beam remains on between
spots in the raster scanning delivery mode.39

Continuous scanning (line scanning), on the other
hand, is a scanning delivery mode in which the beam
remains on during scanning with variable beam inten-
sities and speeds.40 In continuous line scanning mode,
the spot concept is usually no longer valid.However,one
could still use control points or control spots to describe
the beam parameters such as beam off during scan-

ning as needed. These scanning delivery techniques
can deliver intensity-modulated particle therapy (IMPT)
with a highly conformal dose. However, different scan-
ning methods require additional considerations when
implementing motion-management procedures due to
the time-structure difference in the delivery.

Water-equivalent thickness (WET), water equivalent
depth (WED), or water-equivalent-path-length (WEPL)
are terms used to describe the energy loss of the parti-
cle beam as it penetrates specific material and is scaled
to water. WEPL can be calculated by integrating the rel-
ative stopping power (RSP) to water over the particle
beam. The change in WEPL (ΔWEPL) between differ-
ent CTs (e.g., different phases of 4DCT) can be used
to quantify the possible dosimetric impact of inter- and
intrafractional change between the CTs to an incoming
particle beam.

3 BACKGROUND

3.1 Respiratory motion

Breathing, a complex physiological process, causes tis-
sue motion, transient deformation, and density variation
in the thorax and abdomen. The tumor motion range
associated with respiration is specific to each patient
but generally depends on the tumor location and dis-
ease stage. A review of the respiratory motion literature
concluded that no general pattern of respiratory behav-
ior could be assumed for a patient before observation
and treatment.41 Thus, individualized imaging of tumor
motion is highly desirable in both simulation and treat-
ment.

Representations of respiratory motion can be cap-
tured with 4DCT by sampling the patient volume over
time, thus, creating a dynamic volume data set.42 Anal-
ysis of 4DCT images of non-small cell lung cancer
(NSCLC) tumors correlated tumor motion characteris-
tics with tumor location, volume, and clinical staging.43

The largest tumor movements occurred in the lower
lobes of the lung, in the superior-inferior direction, and
were associated with diaphragm motion. Early-stage
NSCLC tumors had a range of motion of up to 30 mm,
whereas the range of motion of locally advanced tumors
seldom exceeded 10 mm.

Tumor and organ motion in the abdomen has also
been measured using MRI,44–47 4DCT,48–50 and real-
time tracking of fiducials implanted near the tumor.51,52

These methods determined that tumor motion occurs
in all three spatial directions, generally showing greater
magnitude in the superior-inferior direction.53

For particle therapy, in addition to tumor motion, varia-
tions in tissue thickness or density along the beam path
can affect the dose distribution in the patient. For exam-
ple, the combination of chest wall thickness variation
and target position variation in lung treatments could
lead to dose distribution deviations from the initial plan.54
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3.2 Dosimetric impact of respiratory
motion in particle therapy

The finite range of a particle and its dependence on the
density and composition of the tissues that it traverses,
in combination with patient breathing, results in unavoid-
able effects on particle therapy dose distributions. This
section briefly describes dose perturbations caused by
respiratory motion and tissue-density changes under
the assumption that neither the dose delivery nor patient
respiration is regulated. Statistical analysis of the dose
delivery process and respiratory motion can catego-
rize the dosimetric impact of respiratory motion—or the
dose uncertainty induced by motion—into systematic
and random components.55

The systematic component of the dosimetric impact
from respiratory motion stems from the difference
between the static CT dataset used for treatment plan-
ning and the dynamic nature of the actual patient
geometry during treatment delivery. Ideally, the dynamic
patient geometry could be described by the 4DCT; thus,
the systematic difference could be quantified by the dif-
ference between the static and 4D doses. The severity
of the systematic difference depends on (1) the magni-
tude of the variations between the 4DCT and the con-
ventional (or 3D) CT on which the static dose was cal-
culated and (2) the ability to account for these variations
during treatment planning and delivery processes.

The random component of motion-induced dose
uncertainty, which is often referred to as the interplay
effect, is caused by the interaction of the dynamic
particle-beam delivery with the target’s motion, resulting
in local dose heterogeneities within the target.6,10,12,56

For beam delivery during FB, beam delivery, and patient
breathing can generally be viewed as independent pro-
cesses; thus, the complex effect can be described as
a spatial and temporal combination of beam delivery
and patient breathing for individual pencil beams. Tim-
ings of both beam delivery and breathing are addition-
ally required to predict and evaluate the interplay, which
may encompass on- and off -target effects due to the
motion of the CTV. Interplay may have more severe con-
sequences for PBS with organ motion than intensity-
modulated (photon) radiotherapy (IMRT), because the
static dose cloud approximation41,57 that applies to
IMRT is not valid for particle therapy. Instead, the dose
gradients for PBS are sharp in all three dimensions,
and the interplay effect can be amplified by scanning of
spots. Dynamic 4D dose considers beam delivery and
breathing timing and is often used to quantify the inter-
play effect.11,12,21,34,58 For more accurate estimation
of interplay effects along heterogeneous beam paths,
Monte Carlo (MC)-based dose calculation is preferred
over analytical-based techniques.59–61

Both the 4DD and the D4DD incorporate respiratory
motion, but they do so differently and require distinct or
overlapping considerations. The 4DD is a more straight-

forward calculation because it assumes that the dose
is evenly distributed in the selected motion phases of
the 4DCT underlying the calculation. On the other hand,
D4DD considers both the patient’s respiratory and the
delivery timing information. As a result, 4DD is the same
for all fractions, and D4DD could be different among
fractions. It is also noted that both 4DD and D4DD
were calculated on the simulation 4DCT,which captures
patient breathing motion at the time of acquisition. The
implicit assumption that a patient breathes the same
way throughout treatment may or may not be a valid
one.62,63 It is, however, currently challenging to test the
hypothesis with real-time patient breathing data.

Using a simplified model, Figure 1 summarizes three
scenarios where respiratory motion impacts dosimetry
and highlights the unique challenges for particle ther-
apy. Figure 1a shows a simple motion model with two
phases (T0 and T1), where the target (red circle) did not
move,but the high-Z (e.g.,bone) structure that was ante-
rior to the target moved laterally. The average CT (AVG)
was generated by taking the average of the two phases.
The figure shows that a single anterior-posterior particle
beam must pass through the moving structure to cover
the target.

A 3D treatment plan was created on the AVG image,
as shown in Figure 1b, using a single spot (yellow spot).
The dose from the spot was calculated on AVG, and the
target received the full dose. However, when the dose
was recalculated on T0 and T1, the target coverage
deteriorated because of the WEPL change of the parti-
cle beam between AVG and T0/T1. Note that doses for
this particle beam were shifted along the beam direc-
tion (or depth direction) only for AVG, T0, and T1 dose,
and the shift was determined by WEPL change. 4DD on
T1 was calculated by deforming the T0 dose to T1 and
taking the average of the two dose distributions on T1.
The two yellow spots, each with half of the area of the
original spot, denote the contribution to the 4DD from
individual phases (T0/T1) of the same spot, and their
Bragg peak range location relative to the target (that was
deformed to T1) on individual phases. The target cover-
age on 4DD also deteriorated.

In comparison, a 4D treatment plan was created on
both T0 and T1, as shown in Figure 1c, using two spots
(purple and green). The target was sufficiently covered
in the calculated dose distribution on both T0 and T1,
but the dose on AVG was suboptimal. The target also
received full coverage on the 4DD of the 4D plan, where
the two spots were shifted along the beam direction,
and the amount of shift was again determined by WEPL
change.

D4DD of the 4D plan, as shown in Figure 1c, was cal-
culated in Figure 1d. Assuming the delivery to the two
spots were independent of each other, there were a total
of four scenarios of possible outcomes for the dynamic
dose calculation of the two spots: (1) spot 1 (purple) was
delivered to T1 and spot 2 (green) to T0, (2) spot 1 to T1
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F IGURE 1 Dosimetric impact of motion on particle beam. (a) A two-phase respiratory motion model, where the target did not move, but the
high-Z (bone) structure moved in and out of a single particle beam. The average image (AVG) was generated by taking the pixel-by-pixel
average of the two phases (T0 and T1). (b) 3D plan that was created using AVG, where a single spot (yellow) was used. The dose distribution
for the same plan was then recalculated on both T0 and T1. The 4DD was then calculated by deforming dose distributions onto T1, and taking
the average of all deformed doses. (c) 4D plan was created using both T0 and T1, where two spots (purple and green) with different energies
were used to ensure coverage on both phases. The dose was then recalculated on AVG, and 4DD was also calculated. (d) Dynamic dose
calculation for the 4D plan was simulated. For two spots and two phases, there were four possible dynamic delivery scenarios. Assuming the two
spots were delivered independently and to each phase with equal chance, the weighted average of the four possible scenarios yielded the same
result as 4DD

and spot 2 to T0, (3) both spots to T1 and (4) both spots
to T0. Assuming the patient spent equal time in T0 and
T1, each of the four scenarios had an equal chance to
occur. Note that due to the interplay effect, in scenario 2
of the dynamic delivery,the target coverage deteriorated,
and in scenario 1, the target overdosed. With treatment
with single delivery (fraction), there was a 25% chance
of underdosing the target and a 25% chance of over-
dose. With multiple deliveries (fractionation), the dose
for each delivery would be one of the four scenarios,
and the accumulated dose would be the sum of these
deliveries. This simple case showed that more fraction-
ation decreased the chances of an extreme scenario,
where the target was underdosed or overdosed in the
accumulated dose, with multiple fractions. Furthermore,
the expectation of the dynamic deliveries became the
weighted average of the four scenarios and was identi-
cal to the 4DD.

While heavily simplified, Figure 1 highlights the chal-
lenges of motion management for particle therapy. In
this 2D example, the target was stationary, there were

only two phases, two spots, and the delivery timing
of the spots was not considered. Actual patients are
much more complicated,with the need to consider tumor
motion,a 4DCT with multiple phases,and a plan consist-
ing of multiple beam angles, tens of energies, and tens
of thousands of spots with a delivery time of minutes. It
is, therefore, essential to fully understand the basic con-
cepts that are illustrated with this simple example before
tackling real-life challenges:

1. WEPL variations,along with tumor motion,are essen-
tial for motion evaluation in particle therapy.

2. The systematic difference between 3D and 4D doses
cannot be resolved by fractionation or rescanning.4D
planning may mitigate the problem of 4D dose dete-
rioration.

3. The interplay effect, due to its random nature, can be
mitigated by fractionation or rescanning.

It is also worth noting that the interplay effect can be
evaluated by using dynamic 4D dose but not 4D dose,
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which does not consider the delivery process of the
treatment plan.

4 REVIEW OF CURRENT MOTION
ASSESSMENT AND
MOTION-MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES
FOR PARTICLE THERAPY

4.1 Overview

Current motion-management techniques can be cate-
gorized into passive and active techniques. Three sur-
veys on motion management for particle therapy were
conducted via private communication in 2014, 2016,
and 2018, with results summarized in Appendix 2. The
surveys showed the evolvement of motion manage-
ment over the past decade and some current trends.
Some commonly used passive motion-management
techniques for PS and US include target CT number
overrides for range compensator design and smearing
(thinning of the compensator).These techniques usually
reduce the conformity of the beam to the distal edge of
the target but ensure target coverage under motion and
setup errors. For PBS, adding margin along the beam,
increasing the beam spot size,altering the scanning and
delivery pattern or mode, and decreasing spot spacing
can diminish the deleterious effects of motion. Active
motion-management techniques are used to reduce the
effective range of motion and can be used with passive
motion-management techniques. As described in Sec-
tion 4.7,robust optimization is a treatment planning strat-
egy that allows the user to explicitly include anticipated
uncertainties such as geometric targeting errors, range
uncertainties, and incorporation of multiple planning CT
scans. The adequacy of any remedy for motion-induced
error is usually evaluated by motion robustness analysis.

4.2 Tumor motion and beam
angle-specific WEPL evaluation

4DCT, or respiration-correlated CT,42 has become the
de facto standard for tumor motion visualization and is
widely used for treatment simulation and planning for
thoracic and abdominal malignancies.64,65 4DCT could
be used to better determine the extent of anatomic
motion in an individual patient compared to a FB CT,
and is routinely used for target and critical structure
delineation in radiotherapy planning. It is often supple-
mented with other imaging techniques, such as FB/BH
CT, positron emission tomography/CT, MRI, and fluo-
roscopy. Deformable image registration (DIR) could be
used for quantitative motion evaluation with 4DCT. For
example, the deformable vector fields generated by
deformable registration of the inhale (T0) and exhale

(T50) phases of the simulation 4DCT could quantify
patient motion on a voxel-by-voxel basis.

4DCT or multiple CT datasets have been used to
calculate the difference between the WEPLs (ΔWEPL)
needed to ensure target coverage. It was demonstrated
in several studies that54,66 ΔWEPL was highly patient-
specific, depending on the beam angle, and was posi-
tively correlated with dose variation from the plan.There-
fore, patient-specific ΔWEPL analysis could be used for
beam angle selection—for example, as shown in Fig-
ure 2, beam angles with the smallest ΔWEPL between
4DCT phases are considered the most robust toward
motion-induced dose uncertainties.1,34,67,68

ΔWEPL can be calculated as follows1,69:

1. For each beam angle, identify the distal surface of the
target volume.

2. In the beam’s eye view, for each beam angle, calcu-
late the WEPL by using an equation such as equa-
tion (1) (adapted from Siddon et al.70). In the equation,
d(x,y,z) is the distance in the voxel that is traversed
by the particle pencil beam, and RSP(x,y,z)material the
RSP of the material in the same voxel.

WEPL =

∑

x

∑

y

∑

z
d (x, y, z) ⋅ RSP(x, y, z)material .

(1)
3. Calculate the ΔWEPL as the difference between the

WEPLs required to cover the distal surface of the
same target volume on different CTs, for example, the
ΔWEPL between the inhale and exhale phases on
4DCT simulation.

4. Perform the above calculations for all relevant beam
angles (e.g., full gantry rotation of 360◦).

4.3 Particle therapy delivery modes

Currently, accelerators for particle therapy are either a
synchrotron, which extracts spill-structured beams, or
a cyclotron (or synchrocyclotron), which extracts quasi-
continuous beams.71,72 The beam extracted from the
accelerator usually is a quasi-monoenergetic beam-
let with narrow energy and spatial distributions. Ther-
apeutic cyclotrons extract fixed-energy particle beams,
whereas therapeutic synchrotrons extract a predefined
set of discrete energies within a range.Beam energies in
both systems can be adjusted using range shifters.Sev-
eral delivery techniques have been developed to gener-
ate desired dose distributions and ensure coverage of
the entire tumor volume by the extracted beam.However,
different types of accelerators and delivery modes inter-
act differently with patient respiratory motion; therefore,
these factors need to be considered when developing a
motion-management program.

Currently, three commercial delivery modes are
available: PS systems, including single-scattering and
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F IGURE 2 (a) Reference MIP DVH (black) and phase averaged 4DCT DVH (grey) for the ITV for 61 single-beam plans for patient 1. The
plans were normalized to obtain V95 = 95%, as can be seen in the zoom region, where all reference DVH cross this point. Doses and volumes
are given as a percentage of the total. (b) Scatter plot for patients 1 to 3 showing the strong association for each patient between the V95
reduction with the mean ΔWEPL. The values for the linear correlation coefficients are 0.98, 0.92, and 0.96 for patients 1, 2 and 3, respectively
(p < 0.01). ([a] Figure 1 and [b] Figure 5 from Oscar Casares-Magaz et al., A method for selection of beam angles robust to intrafractional
motion in proton therapy of lung cancer. Acta. Oncol. 2014;53(8):1058–1063. Note that the (%) reduction in (b) appears to be decimal)

double-scattering systems; US systems; and PBS sys-
tems. PS and US delivery systems generate 3D homo-
geneous dose distributions in clinically acceptable sizes
by modulating the particle beamlet in lateral and depth
directions. The broadened beam is then conformed lat-
erally to the beam’s eye-view shape of the tumor using
physical apertures and conformed distally using range
compensators. In contrast, PBS uses individual beam-
lets deflected by scanning magnets in two orthogonal
planes perpendicular to the beam axis. The final dose
distribution is formed by adjusting both the integrated
flux and the location of beamlets of different energies to
cover the depth direction of the target volume. For sta-
tionary targets, PS and US deliver effectively the same
dose distribution, whereas PBS could have dosimetric
benefits, as the dose from PBS can be more conformal
in the proximal aspect of the target volume and, thus,
reduce the dose to OARs.

However, because of their different methods for
spreading the beam over the target volume, PS, US, and
PBS have different delivery time structures that inter-
play with respiratory motion differently. As shown in Fig-
ure 3, a DS delivery system spreads the beamlet later-
ally via scatterers and can spread proximally and distally
(energy/range) via rotational modulation wheels; there-
fore, the volumetric dose is delivered with the rotation of
the wheel (25–100 ms per delivery of volumetric dose).
Alternative options for spreading proximally and distally
in scattering beams include variable range shifters and
ridge filters (not shown in Figure 3), leading to the same
delivered dose in a stationary target but having differ-
ent delivery time structures. For a US delivery (Figure 3
middle panel), the beam is spread laterally through fast
continuous scanning of the spot at each energy. Still,
after each energy is delivered,a short time is required for
energy switching (scanning on the proximal-distal direc-

tion), from tens of milliseconds to a couple of seconds.
Again, different implementations of the US can lead to
the same dose distribution with different delivery time
structures. For PBS, especially discrete spot scanning
in which the beam is paused at each spot location, the
delivery time depends on the number of spots for each
layer, the number of layers, and the energy-switching
time. Therefore, PS is usually considered the least sen-
sitive to motion, PBS the most sensitive, and the US in
between.73 More details about each delivery technique
are discussed in Section 4.4.

4.4 Passive motion-management
techniques

4.4.1 General techniques

Motion-management techniques incorporated at the
treatment planning level may be applied regardless of
the delivery mode (DS, US, PBS). These techniques
include adequate beam angle selection as discussed in
Section 4.2 and motion encompassing techniques that
expanded the treatment volume to ensure sufficient tar-
get coverage throughout the observed breathing phases
(e.g., via 4DCT). This approach assumes that the 4D
planning CT represents the patient’s respiratory organ
motion and anatomy throughout the treatment delivery.
However, this assumption may not always remain valid
due to variations in breathing patterns and anatomical
changes such as tumor shrinkage or weight loss over
time. As discussed in Section 3.3 for particle therapy,
dose distributions are particularly sensitive to density
changes in the beam path, for example, caused by res-
piration, which can influence the beam range. Treatment
planning on the average CT can mitigate some of these
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F IGURE 3 An illustration of the hardware differences between passive scattering (top), uniform scanning (middle panel), and active
scanning (a synonym for PBS) modalities. For active scanning (bottom row), the resulting radiation field is the sum of all of the individual spots,
which may have different intensities. In the illustration, each spot contributes to the total dose indicated by the red dashed line. (Figure 2 from
James SS, Grassberger C, Lu HM. Considerations when treating lung cancer with passive scattered or active scanning proton therapy. Transl.
Lung Cancer Res. 2018;7(2):210–215)

effects. Additionally, a Hounsfield unit (HU) override of
the target volume with a HU number representing the
average HU of the volume can provide increased dis-
tal coverage, yet may also increase the dose to tissues
adjacent to the distal edge including OARs.34,74

4.4.2 Techniques applicable to PS

Compensators are used in both PS and US to con-
form the distal end of the beam to the target. Margins
can be used to account for range and motion uncertain-
ties by changing the thickness distribution of compen-
sators. In particular, a technique to account for lateral
positional or motion uncertainties called “expansion” or
“smearing” is used in compensator design.The compen-
sator smearing approach applies the thinnest compen-
sator thickness to all neighboring compensator positions
within a search radius,75 so that in the case of lateral
positional change or motion, the distal end of the target
still receives full coverage.76

One specific consideration for treatment planning with
PS delivery is that this technique typically entails a negli-
gible interplay effect. Therefore, PS delivery can be con-
sidered for treating patients with relatively large motion
(i.e., greater than 10 mm) who require fewer fractions
(i.e., fewer than 5). However, the inability to control the

relatively larger proximal treatment margin might limit
the application of PS delivery due to the risk of exces-
sive toxicity in OARs proximal to the target.

4.4.3 Techniques applicable to the US

The US is a beam delivery technique that spreads the
beam laterally across the target, and it provides a lat-
eral dose profile similar to that achieved by the DS
technique.77,78 US was first used with proton beams in
195879 and was extensively used with electron beams
during the 1970s and 1980s.80 A description of various
scan patterns that have been used for particle beam
therapy is provided in Moyers and Vatnitsky.81

When the US is used with particle beams, it is usu-
ally performed with a static range modulator (such as a
ridge filter), or in concert with the energy stacking tech-
nique. When a ridge filter is used for range modulation,
the entire target volume is covered within a fraction of
a second. Dose blurring becomes the dominating phe-
nomenon resulting from respiratory motion,similar to PS
delivery. On the other hand, the energy stacking tech-
nique sequentially delivers each of the multiple energies
required to cover a target uniformly. With this technique,
each energy step may take from one to several seconds
to deliver, and thus, interplay effect is of concern, similar
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F IGURE 4 Illustration of the scan path within an energy layer for the three scanned particle delivery techniques: spot scanning, raster
scanning, and line scanning (from left to right). Axes T and U span the energy iso-layer plane. Klimpki et al. Phys. Med. Biol. 2018;63:145006.
https://doi.org/10.1088/1361-6560/aacd27

to PBS delivery.To partly mitigate the problem,miniridge
filters can be placed in the beam path to effectively
deliver several energies at one time through the process
of range shifting. This technique reduces the number of
energy levels delivered by the accelerator (and thus the
energy selection system). It keeps spots tightly packed
in the depth direction, minimizing local over- and under-
doses, even under the influence of tissue motion.

4.4.4 Techniques applicable to PBS

As described in Section 2, scanning beam delivery can
be implemented using three different techniques: dis-
crete spot scanning,82,83 raster scanning,84 and contin-
uous (line) scanning.85,86 These techniques are illus-
trated in Figure 4. Compared to spot scanning, both
raster and continuous scanning can reduce the scan
time per isoenergy layer (and consequently also the
volume scan time) by eliminating dead (beam-off) time
between discrete spots.12,87–89 Speeding up the deliv-
ery could enable more rescanning within the same treat-
ment time.90 Furthermore, the variation of scan speeds
can make the gating period match the beam-on period
achieved by modulation of the raster scanning speed
and beam intensity. Variable scan speeds can allow for
time synchronization between delivery and breathing
(BH or gating) in real time.

Beam-specific planning target volume (BSPTV)
Beam-specific planning target volume (BSPTV) method
developed by Park et al.91 explicitly includes the vari-
ation of WEPL along each beam direction. While the
results for BSPTV and smearing are similar for PS,
the BSPTV can be used in single-field optimization
for PBS planning. In the BSPTV method, distal and
proximal water-equivalent treatment margins are con-

verted to geometric treatment margins (GETM) that
are calculated according to local tissue heterogene-
ity. The GETMs are then added beyond the target to
approximate a smearing effect in PBS.The GETMs help
account for WEPL variations related to the fixed value of
tissue misalignment caused by motion and setup.

Rescanning
The interplay effect between pencil-beam motion and
organ motion in PBS treatment deliveries may be par-
tially mitigated by rescanning. This strategy will wash
out interplay-induced hot and cold spots and approx-
imate the 4D (accumulated) dose distribution defined
in Section 2.6 Figure 5 illustrates various rescanning
techniques. Rescanning strategies may be grouped into
either 3D volumetric rescanning (VS) or 2D layered res-
canning (LS). During VS, the entire volume is scanned
in each rescan, while during LS, a single energy layer
is scanned multiple times before the next energy layer
is applied.92 Breath sampled LS techniques spread the
layer rescans out over the entire breathing cycle. The
technique has been shown to yield similar or superior
results compared to VS and simple LS, even with typi-
cal breathing pattern variations of up to 20%.11,93 While
only breath sampled LS is shown in the figure, the prin-
ciple of correlating beam scanning with patient breath-
ing could indeed be generalized and applied to VS.11

Specifically, first proposed by Furukawa et al., phase-
controlled rescanning (PCR), where the particle beam
finishes one pass of scanning in each of the phases,
was implemented at National Institute of Radiological
Science (NIRS) of Japan. PCR was studied in both gat-
ing and nongating settings,88,94,95 and it demonstrated
the capability to mitigate interplay effects efficiently.

It should be noted that the efficacy of the rescan-
ning techniques is sensitive to the timing of the res-
cans with respect to the patient’s breathing motion.

https://doi.org/10.1088/1361-6560/aacd27
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F IGURE 5 Rescanning strategies: (a) volumetric rescanning, (b) layered rescanning, (c) breath sampled layered rescanning, and (d)
continuous breath-sampled layered rescanning. The energy switching time, tes, is dictated by the machine, while the time delay between the
layers, ∆t, is introduced in the breath-sampled techniques to spread the layer rescans of an energy level over the full breathing cycle (line
thicknesses illustrate the relative weight of each layer). Engwall et al. Phys. Med. Biol. 2018;63: 095006. https://doi.org/10.1088/1361-6560

To achieve the 4D dose in a single fraction, the dose
of each layer needs to be spread out evenly over all
breathing phases (Figure 5). Therefore, breathing pat-
tern regularity, tumor volume, and motion range need
to be considered. Adjustments also should be consid-
ered for the PBS delivery system characteristics, such
as energy layer- switching time tes and in-layer scan-
ning speed, which in turn is limited by parameters such
as beam current and dose rate.12,58,96,97 The scan time
for the full target volume is approximately proportional
to ∝ Nrs ⋅ tes ⋅

∑
layers tlayer , where Nrs is the number of

rescans and tlayer is the approximate time to deliver a
layer during each rescan (neglecting per-layer delivery
time variations). The energy-switching time is, therefore,
highly relevant in determining the efficiency of VS.

The minimal deliverable number of monitor units
(MUs) per spot imposes a machine-specific limit on
the number of rescans for a spot—independent of
the employed rescanning technique. However, particu-
lar IMPT plans may feature large spot weight variation
on the order of 30:1, which exacerbates this issue.40

Splitting each spot into a fixed number of rescans is
commonly referred to as scaled rescanning.6 When uti-
lizing this technique, the number of rescans is limited
by the smallest spot weight in each energy layer and
the minimal deliverable spot weight of the PBS sys-
tems.Alternatively,an iso-LS scheme may be employed,
which indicates that a fixed number of MUs is applied
to each spot during each rescan.20 This rescanning
scheme results in more rescans for higher weighted
spots than for lower weighted spots and has proven clini-
cally viable on current hardware.17,20 Breath sampled LS

can decrease layer doses over the breathing cycle as the
final rescans contain fewer spots. This discrepancy can
be mitigated by randomizing the rescan delivery order.
More extensive target motion ranges required more res-
cans to approximate the 4D dose with a single fraction
delivery.23 While the effectiveness of rescanning was
often evaluated using repeated D4DD calculations,98 Li
et al. recently proposed to use an analytical model to
avoid the repeated calculation.99

Spot spacing and spot size modification
Sensitivity to interplay increases with increasing spot
spacing as well as decreasing spot size.9,23,100 This
effect can be intuitively understood by the decrease in
spot overlap when reducing spot size and/or increasing
spot spacing. A tradeoff exists in that smaller spot sizes
result in a relative sharpening of the lateral penumbra
and, hence, provides a better normal tissue sparing,1,101

at least for more superficial target or plan geometries.
Therefore, there is a trend among newly commissioned
proton therapy facilities toward smaller spot sizes.

Optimization techniques
Compared to PS and US, one advantage of the
PBS technique is shaping the dose distribution with
inverse planning or optimization techniques.102 Robust
optimization takes setup and range uncertainties into
account to provide treatment plans with better target
coverage.103,104 4D optimization aims at incorporating
respiratory motion into the treatment-plan calculation.18

The combined 4D robust optimization may addition-
ally take the spot delivery timing into account to

https://doi.org/10.1088/1361-6560
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simultaneously also mitigate interplay effects. However,
the efficacy of 4D robust optimization depends on the
stability of the delivery time structure.98 For delivery sys-
tems that require individual layer scanning times on a
similar scale as the breathing motion,optimizing the spot
delivery sequence in conjunction with rescanning can
maximize the area the beam can cover per time period
and mitigate interplay effects.16

4.5 Active motion-management
techniques

Active motion-management techniques encompass all
approaches in which a deliberate effort is made to mod-
ify the patient’s breathing pattern (e.g., BH) or modify
the actual particle-beam delivery to synchronize with the
respiratory pattern (e.g.,gating, tracking).Active motion-
management strategies usually tend to offer greater
benefits when the magnitude of the intrafraction motion
is above a certain threshold value. In the context of
photon-beam therapy,AAPM Task Group 7641 proposed
a minimum threshold of 5 mm peak-to-peak motion for
considering active motion-management strategies. Mori
et al.,105 studied the magnitude of residual motion in
heavy charged particle therapy and recommended a
threshold level of 4 mm before applying any motion-
management approaches. Gelover et al., on the other
hand,proposed to use 10-mm tumor motion as a thresh-
old for BH or phase-based gating in a spot scanning pro-
ton delivery system. This threshold was applied in the
context of passive rescanning for most (non-BH) cases
and was modified as warranted based on recalculat-
ing the plan on extreme motion phases for evaluation.25

Recognizing the applicable motion thresholds for parti-
cle therapy is highly dependent on the delivery system,
delivery modality, and the use of passive motion man-
agement techniques such as rescanning, Chang et al.
recommended in a PTCOG consensus guideline that
each institution establish its acceptable tumor motion
criteria based on its motion-management strategy.34

4.5.1 Gating

Respiratory gating typically includes all techniques lim-
iting particle-beam activation to a predetermined por-
tion of the respiratory cycle. An essential feature of all
such approaches is the continuous monitoring of the
respiration-associated motion of the tumor or an exter-
nal or internal surrogate during the simulation and treat-
ment delivery processes.

AAPM Task Group 7641 provides a broader perspec-
tive on respiratory motion management in the context of
radiotherapy in general and a general understanding of
gating as implemented in photon therapy. Early imple-
mentation of gated delivery in particle therapy in Japan

dates to the late 1980s.106,107 A more recent publication
describes the clinical implementation of gating for pro-
ton PBS.25 The implementation of respiratory gating for
a cyclotron-/synchrotron-based particle delivery system
substantially differs from a conventional linear accelera-
tor, as for particle-beam delivery,beam extraction is gov-
erned by a magnet excitation cycle pattern.

In addition, different particle-beam delivery modal-
ities (i.e., PS or PBS) introduce their own sets of
interactions between respiratory cycle parameters and
particle-beam delivery parameters. They may require
optimization to facilitate efficient and precisely gated
particle-beam delivery. For example, in synchrotron-
based delivery systems, particles can only be extracted
for beam delivery during discrete “spills” governed by
a magnet excitation pattern that typically consists of a
series of magnet excitation cycles. The magnet exci-
tation cycle can be either fixed or variable. Therefore,
synchronizing the respiratory gating duty cycle with
the magnet excitation cycle is highly important to the
efficiency and precision of respiratory-gated particle
delivery.108,109

The gating window and residual motion within the
gating window are essential topics for gated treatment.
In general, a smaller gating window offers less resid-
ual motion, thus, sparing more normal tissue. It is also
worth noting that a smaller window is less affected by
the interplay effect but is less efficient as it requires
a longer delivery time. Studies27,110 showed that the
performance of gating and rescanning varied vastly
among different systems, and different combinations
of gating window and number of rescanning might be
suitable for different dose fractionation as the deliv-
ery time varies for different motion-management tech-
niques.Therefore, it is important to determine and evalu-
ate system-specific parameters before putting a specific
motion-management technique for patient use.However,
the evaluation tools may not be commercially available
and need to be developed in-house. Motion hysteresis
and irregularities are other factors to consider in gat-
ing or tracking techniques where continuous respiratory
monitoring occurs,41 especially when surrogates were
used to model the tumor motion.111 With motion hys-
teresis and irregularities, the residual motion within the
gating window can be slightly larger than the intended
window size. These effects should be taken into con-
sideration during the determination and evaluation of
the gating window.36 As previously mentioned in Sec-
tion 4.4.4, PCR could also efficiently mitigate interplay
effects in the residual motion.88,94,95

4.5.2 Breath-hold

Another active approach to managing respiratory
motion during particle-beam delivery is to “arrest” or
contain such motion. Arresting respiratory motion can
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be achieved both with (voluntary) and without (involun-
tary) active cooperation from the patient. Both voluntary
and involuntary BH-based approaches have been
adequately described in the context of motion man-
agement during photon-beam delivery.112–114 As with
BH-based photon therapy, typical factors that influence
the success of a BH-based particle therapy approach
include the BH position’s interbreath variability, the
median BH duration, and patient training.

For the BH technique, the total treatment time is of
critical importance regardless of the delivery technique.
As the treatment time prolongs, the patient may not hold
their breath consistently due to fatigue. Therefore, the
BH technique has been frequently used with PS deliv-
ery because delivery can typically be completed within
1 min.BH is comparatively challenging for use with PBS,
primarily because of the energy-switching times and
spot-switching times in the case of discrete spot scan-
ning; the delivery time for large tumors can exceed 2 min
in the absence of BH. For synchrotron-based PBS, mul-
tienergy extraction (which reduces the energy-switching
time between layers) may improve the efficacy of this
technique.25

4.5.3 Abdominal compression

Abdominal compression (AC) has been used to forcibly
limit the extent of target motion by limiting abdominal
excursion with a clamp-style device or an inflatable belt.
Compared to BH, AC more efficiently mitigates motion
magnitude,115 as it does not require waiting for multi-
ple BH periods or extending the treatment duration. AC
is routinely used to reduce treatment margins in PS
beam delivery, and its use can be extended to PBS67 to
reduce the interplay effect.With any other active motion-
management strategy,the reduction of tumor motion has
to be evaluated using image guidance-based motion
analysis. AC reduced the extent of target motion but
did not eliminate it. Therefore, the usual FB workflow
and passive motion-management technique would still
be applicable in conjunction with AC. The benefit of the
AC approach must also be evaluated against the level of
discomfort experienced by the patient from the clamping
action during imaging and treatment delivery. AC may
not be compatible with patients with colostomy bags or
other external medical accessories. Even when appli-
cable, AC is not always better than other approaches
in managing interfraction changes, although stereotac-
tic hard AC reduces the magnitude of intrafractional
motion.116 Another specific concern about this approach
in the context of particle therapy is the effect of the AC
device itself on the penetration of the particle beam.
Therefore, the material and shape of the device need
to be carefully designed.117 Volume imaging should be
used to ensure the positioning of the AC device remains
consistent relative to the target for each treatment. As

with other active motion-management techniques, it is
crucial to use imaging techniques to confirm that dur-
ing treatment, the patient’s breathing pattern with AC
remains the same as simulation118 and interfraction
reproducibility.119,120

4.5.4 Apneic oxygenation

Apneic oxygenation is an advanced form of BH in
which the patient’s breathing is stopped for an extended
period. This procedure usually involves the use of anes-
thesia and requires the participation of an anesthesi-
ologist during CT and treatment procedures. It is more
commonly used in Europe than in the United States
and Asia. A summary of the procedure as used with
a modulated scanning proton beam was published by
Moyers and Vatnitsky.81 The nonbreathing period is long
enough to perform an entire helical CT or treatment por-
tal.For treatment,breathing is stopped for the entire time
needed to deliver one portal, but the patient is ventilated
at normal tidal levels between portals. Typically, 10 min
of extra room time is required each day per patient for
this procedure.

4.5.5 High-frequency jet ventilation
(HFJV) and high-frequency percussive
ventilation (HFPV)

High-frequency jet ventilation (HFJV)121,122 and high-
frequency percussive ventilation (HFPV)123 are meth-
ods that mechanically force air into the lungs at greater
than 60 breaths per minute but with minimal tidal vol-
umes (40 mL). HFPV is unique because it does not
require intubation and sedation; it was well tolerated in
volunteers.123 In a study for stereotactic radiosurgery of
liver with X-ray beams,124 motion was measured to be
less than 3 mm using HFJV.

4.5.6 Tracking

Tracking for particle therapy involves real-time or near
real-time adaptation of pencil-beam position and energy
changes that result in synchronization of the Bragg peak
in response to continual change in the target position.34

Greater confidence in such estimation of Bragg peak
position can be achieved with a real-time 3D model of
the patient to account for dynamic changes in WET.
An accurate measure of all system latencies between
detection of motion and initiation of response to the
change in position by the delivery system is essen-
tial to optimize the treatment delivery process. Track-
ing also requires real-time integration of treatment deliv-
ery systems with imaging systems and a more intensive
commercial or in-house technical support level. While
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tracking has been implemented for X-ray therapy, no
commercial tracking delivery system for particle ther-
apy is available. Tumor tracking information is currently
being used for gated treatment.125,126

4.5.7 Active motion-management
techniques for SBRT with particle beams

The use of active motion-management techniques,
such as gating and BH, is often desirable in the SBRT
setting, especially for particle therapy. There are several
considerations to encourage the use of active motion
management for SBRT:

1. Active motion management effectively reduces the
respiratory motion during beam on compared to FB
treatment.

2. As a result of less respiratory motion, active motion
management requires less geometric target expan-
sion during treatment planning,thus,implicitly improv-
ing normal tissue sparing, which is paramount for
SBRT.

3. In consideration of (4D) cumulative dosimetry,
motion-interplay effects are less likely to average out.

4. Qualified medical physicist (QMP) is required to
be readily available for SBRT treatment delivery.127

Thus, there exists compatibility with the heightened
surveillance needs associated with active motion
management.

4.6 4D dose and dynamic 4D dose
calculation

Nonrigid registration is used to propagate the dose from
the individual motion phases to the reference motion
phase, typically the end-exhale phase, which is required
in accumulating 4DD or D4DD. Therefore, uncertain-
ties in DIR directly, albeit complex, impact the deformed
and accumulated dose distribution.128 The dosimet-
ric impacts became, in general, less substantial when
applying multiple-field plans or using rescanning. Sub-
stantial variations among DIR methods have also been
reported for prostate cancer treatments.129

As previously mentioned, D4DD calculation is essen-
tial and often applied in scanned particle ther-
apy in particular. The D4DD calculations have been
validated133,134 and thoroughly studied by several
groups.30,130–133 There were also efforts to include bio-
logical effects and MC methods.134 However, the 4DD
and D4DD calculations have not been fully implemented
in commercial treatment planning systems (TPSs).98

New approaches to 4DD and D4DD calculations are
also currently being developed.17,21,22,132,133,135–142 For
example, the 4D tool of NIRS (Chiba,Japan) can be inte-
grated into the clinical infrastructure for assessment of
ITV (internal target volume) calculation methods143 or

of the influence of the gating window on the imaging
dose140 (Figure 6). Similarly, rescanning options (e.g.,
layered vs. VS, PCR) have been investigated using 4DD
calculations.132,136 These studies typically assume a
particular temporal delivery pattern based on specific
machine characteristics in the D4DD calculation. Apart
from these general approaches, D4DD calculation may
be helpful to develop individualized treatment planning
prospectively. In an experimental setting, D4DD calcula-
tion was used for treatment planning for patients under-
going cardiac arrhythmia ablation to optimize the 4D
delivery parameters on a case-by-case basis.144 Once
the 4DD/D4DD calculations are fully integrated into
commercial TPSs, a prospective approach can be used
for each patient to identify the most appropriate motion-
mitigation technique. This approach is handy when mul-
tiple options (such as rescanning,gating,or FB-ITVs) are
available in an individual center. Such an analysis could
even include an assessment of uncertainties.145

Retrospective D4DD calculation requires temporally
correlated log files from the therapy control system and
the motion surrogate to match individual beam spots to
phases of 4DCT. Such infrastructure is available in cen-
ters that have reported successful validation of D4DD
calculation packages but are not yet standard in a typical
clinic. The feasibility of retrospective D4DD calculation
has been demonstrated for preclinical applications146

and clinical environments (Figure 7).141 Proof of the fea-
sibility of such approaches has also been shown for
photon-beam therapy.147–149 Thus, widespread use is
feasible in principle. One major limitation of retrospec-
tive approaches is the assumption that the pretreatment
4DCT is valid during treatment delivery. Several groups,
therefore,have worked on modeling a valid 4DCT for the
treatment day.The approach developed by PSI (Villigen,
Switzerland) relies on long 4DMRI sequences (partially)
used to deform a CT into a so-called 4DCT-MRI.150–152

Other ideas to address this issue include conducting
4DCT phase calculation based on a model established
by the planning 4DCT and daily data such as CBCT
(to incorporate baseline shifts) and a breathing motion
surrogate (to extract phase and amplitude).153,154 Fassi
et al.153,154 checked the modeled 4DCT against real
follow-up CTs and observed variations in particle range
of less than 1.9 mm WEPL. Such dose reconstruc-
tions extend beyond the 4DD/D4DD framework previ-
ously discussed and will be important for adaptive radia-
tion therapy (ART) approaches that quantitatively accu-
mulate the delivered dose during fractionated radiation
therapy.

4.7 Robustness and motion
robustness

A plan’s robustness could be quantified by the abil-
ity to meet its treatment objectives in the context of
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F IGURE 6 4DD accumulation to investigate the influence of the gating window size in treatment of liver cancer with a carbon beam. (a)
T00–T90. (b) T30–T70. (c) T50. (d) Panels (a)–(c). (e) Panels (b)–(c). (f) CTV (from Mori S, Karube M, Yasuda S, et al. Gating window dependency
on scanned carbon-ion beam dose distribution and imaging dose for thoracoabdominal treatment. Br J Radiol. 2017;90(1074):20160936)

F IGURE 7 Examples of dose reconstruction in hepatocellular carcinoma treatments for a patient treated with abdominal compression (a)
and a patient treated with gating (b). (From Richter D, Saito N, Chaudhri N., et al. Four-dimensional patient dose reconstruction for scanned ion
beam therapy of moving liver tumors. Int J Radiat Oncol Biol Phys. 2014;89(1):175–181)

given or real uncertainties. Robustness has become
an essential concept in particle therapy because par-
ticle beams are sensitive to perturbations. A practi-
cal method to increase PBS plan robustness is robust
optimization,19,104,155 accounting for uncertainties dur-

ing weight optimization and positioning of spots. Plans
are optimized by improving the dose distributions of
a number of error scenarios (perturbations) or the
worst case among them.156 Common scenarios include
range errors, isocenter shifts, and the use of multiple
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CT scans (e.g., to capture breathing phases or multi-
ple time points).19,155,157–159 Using longitudinal image
series may be particularly relevant in the case of
anatomic change, and 4D optimization can be consid-
ered a special case of robustness optimization using
multiple CT scans. Algorithms that include information
about the timing of the treatment delivery (i.e., deliv-
ery simulation) and a model of patient breathing to cre-
ate interplay-robust plans are generally in the investiga-
tive stage.160,161 Robust optimization can ensure cover-
age under given range-calculation uncertainties, setup
errors,density variations,and patient anatomy/geometry
variations. Its effectiveness is entirely dictated by the
appropriate selection of clinically relevant scenarios.
Accordingly, the challenge with any robust optimization
strategy is not knowing what types of perturbations will
be encountered for any given plan or patient.152,157

Evaluation of a plan’s robustness can also be based
on the calculation of perturbed scenarios. While opti-
mization includes a limited number of scenarios, the
likelihood of various scenarios can be incorporated into
the evaluation by sampling their associated probability
distributions.162 For treatment sites affected by breath-
ing, interplay effect simulations show degradation of
dose homogeneity.27,163 Evaluation of scenario-based
dose distributions is commonly based on visualization of
dose-volume histogram (DVH) bands encompassing the
DVH curves of the individual scenarios,164 where wider
DVH bands usually indicate a less robust plan.165

Motion robust evaluation extends the robustness eval-
uation of setup and range uncertainties to cover res-
piratory motion. Motion robustness evaluation aims to
determine if the treatment plan was acceptable with
these uncertainties by using the patient dose distribution
with motion uncertainties. However, unlike robust eval-
uation, which uses population-based range and setup
uncertainties, patient-specific images, including simula-
tion 4DCT, repeated CT with BH, or gated CT, are usu-
ally used to determine the acceptable degree of robust-
ness to patient motion. For example, the treatment plan
can be recalculated on different phases of the 4DCT or
the repeat BH CTs. The resulting dose distribution and
DVHs can be used for evaluation, which often includes
the DVH criteria for the worst-case scenario. This type
of static 3D evaluation on multiple CT representations
is not sufficient to guarantee robust coverage in the
presence of dynamic motion. Still, it can convey impor-
tant information, such as appropriate target-range cov-
erage or OAR sparing, under specific motion scenarios
or breathing states.

4.8 Image guidance for particle therapy
treatment

An extensive review of image guidance in the contem-
porary particle therapy setting is outside the scope of

this report. Paganetti’s volume166 contains a highly rel-
evant chapter on proton image-guided radiation therapy
(IGRT); only vital concepts and techniques relevant to
motion management will be mentioned here.

IGRT is one of the critical components in modern
radiotherapy that facilitates the accurate administration
of radiation dose to the patient; it can usually be cat-
egorized into (i) initial patient setup, (ii) monitoring dur-
ing each treatment session (intrafraction), and (iii) mon-
itoring throughout therapy (interfraction), which can be
incorporated into plan adaptation. The overarching goal
of IGRT is to reproduce the patient anatomy observed
at the time of simulation during each treatment session
and otherwise minimize or mitigate any observed differ-
ences. The initial patient localization/setup tools may be
the same or different from those employed for intra- and
interfraction monitoring.

4.8.1 Setup imaging and intrafraction
monitoring

The same essential radiographic and tomographic tools
used for image guidance in conventional X-ray therapy
have also been used for particle therapy.However, some
nuanced differences between X-ray and particle therapy
image guidance exist,although many similar techniques
are used. For example, implementing gantry-mounted
CBCT imaging, which has become the mainstream in
photon radiotherapy, would not be possible for particle
systems with fixed ports.167 Couch mounted CT, C-arm
CT, or CT on rails, while being solutions for volumetric
imaging for these systems, may have other drawbacks.
For instance, the imaging isocenter may not coincide
with the radiation isocenter, which removes the possibil-
ity of using them for patient monitoring during treatment.

Fixed-geometry stereoscopic kV imaging systems
are gaining more widespread use in particle ther-
apy, particularly in the context of half -gantry or fixed-
/multiple-beam port delivery systems. 2D/3D registra-
tion has also been deployed in particle therapy, allow-
ing for accurate bony six-degrees-of -freedom registra-
tion combined with robotic couches. Such systems can
provide fluoroscopic/cine imaging, which could be used
as a surrogate patient monitor during treatment.

Optical surface imaging or tracking, which has been
steadily gaining traction in the conventional X-ray realm,
is also being implemented in particle therapy.36 When
combined with X-ray imaging, optical surface imaging
can help to provide a complete picture for initial patient
setup and intrafraction monitoring. It has also been
used to monitor intrafractional patient motion, includ-
ing BHs and respiratory gating, for photon and particle
therapy.168 However, current vendor solutions for optical
surface imaging may not be comprehensive, especially
concerning efficient, built-in workflows, or functions in
conjunction with X-ray imaging for motion management.
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4.8.2 Interfraction monitoring and
adaptive radiation therapy

Throughout radiation treatment, interfraction change
in patient anatomy can be observed using various
imaging techniques such as series of 4DCT, daily
CBCT images, or fluoroscopy imaging. Typical changes
include tumor size, shape, density, weight loss/gain,
treatment response, setup variations, and changes
in respiratory motion pattern such as variability of
amplitude, waveform, the correlation between internal
anatomy and external surrogate, and baseline shifts.
These changes can be intercorrelated and may not be
considered individually in the clinical setting, where a
decision needs to be made to proceed with the current
plan, or to perform ART considering the dosimetric
impact of all the changes observed.

As shown in Figure 8,using weekly serial 4DCT scans,
Britton et al. found that gross tumor volume (GTV) tra-
jectories, as represented by the center of mass of the
GTV, vary both intrafractional and interfractional for FB
NSCLC patients.169

Compared to X-ray therapy, charged particle beams
can be more sensitive to interfraction changes, and as
a result, may need more frequent imaging and more
instances of ART.170,171

While ART is the current standard approach to
address interfraction changes observed during treat-
ment, planning techniques are being investigated to
improve the plan’s robustness against interfraction
changes. Figure 9 shows polar plots of the absolute
ΔWEPL calculated for BH CTs acquired at the plan-
ning stage and the end of the treatment as a func-
tion of the beam angle for all of the patients with right-
sided tumors (a-c) and left-sided tumors (d).69 Similar
to intrafractional WEPL analysis, beam angles that min-
imize ΔWEPL over the entire course of the treatment
should be used to improve the robustness of the plan
toward interfraction changes, and population studies or
prediction based on initial CT may help to optimize beam
angle selection. While the current implementation of
robustness optimization only considers setup and range
uncertainties and not interfraction changes, it was found
that robust optimized IMPT plans were more robust
toward interfraction changes compared to nonrobust
optimized plans.155 Efforts also exist to explicitly include
interfraction changes in the planning process, using the
multiple-CT optimization technique, in which plan opti-
mization is performed on multiple CT images simulta-
neously. Multiple-CT optimization is, to some extent, the
natural expansion of robust optimization and 4D opti-
mization, as mentioned in Section 4.7. In addition to
the setup and range uncertainties used in robust opti-
mization and the respiratory information used in 4D
optimization,multiple-CT optimization applications have
used synthetic CTs to account for patient rotation172;
density overrides such as tumor-density override,74 gas-

trointestinal tracts gas override; and repeated CT scans
performed during treatment.157 Each approach or strat-
egy was shown to reduce the need for ART during par-
ticle therapy treatment.

5 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
MOTION-ASSESSMENT AND
MOTION-MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES
FOR PARTICLE THERAPY

This section summarizes the recommendations from
expert consensus within the Task Group for the qualified
medical physicist (QMP) (sections 5.1 and 5.2), the radi-
ation oncology department (5.3 and 5.4), and manufac-
turers (5.5); and provides a sample workflow for motion
management in particle therapy (5.6).

5.1 Recommendations for
motion-management programs in particle
therapy

5.1.1 Development of site-specific
standard operating procedures and
commissioning

Clinical motion management in particle therapy will likely
require a unique strategy for each mobile tumor site (or
grouping of similar sites). The main driver for motion
reduction in conventional X-ray and particle therapy
alike is target or irradiated volume reduction. Still, this
motivation, reinforced further by motion interplay in par-
ticle therapy, must be thoroughly balanced with mathe-
matical rigor, for example, the choice of MC versus ana-
lytical algorithms for dose calculation, against treatment
efficiency.

This Task Group 290 recommends that, before
deployment of motion management for any given or new
treatment site, a thorough treatment planning study be
performed with retrospective 4DCT data from a repre-
sentative cohort of patients. Ideally, these patient data
would include images collected at multiple time points
during the treatment. Users should choose a planning
approach that best leverages the available tools, tech-
niques,and beam delivery parameters to devise the best
combination (e.g.,PS vs.PBS delivery; choice of motion
cutoff for phase gating;use of rescanning for PBS;beam
spot size selection; and choice of optimization strat-
egy [singlefield, multifield, or robust optimization]). For
FB motion-management strategies, 4DD, D4DD, or dose
on individual breathing phases should be calculated
and evaluated. Importantly, longitudinal 4DCT examina-
tions, if available, can be used to assess the robustness
of the various planning techniques over time. Phantom
studies can be designed to help validate the conclu-
sions drawn from the 4D calculations depending on the
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F IGURE 8 Weekly 3D trajectories of the gross tumor volume center of mass during respiration for two patients (Figure 6 from Britton KR,
Starkschall G, Tucker SL, et al. Assessment of gross tumor volume regression and motion changes during radiotherapy for non-small-cell lung
cancer as measured by four-dimensional computed tomography. Int J Radiat Oncol Biol Phys. 2007;68:1036–1046)

treatment site and availability of representative motion
phantoms. If BH treatments are being considered, one
of the main concerns is plan robustness to BH variabil-
ity.Thus,the patient imaging data should include multiple
BH scans, ideally obtained with the actual BH technol-
ogy being considered. If longitudinal BH imaging is not

available, such data could be constructed in silico using
deformable techniques.173

These planning studies will provide facilities with an
informed basis for developing a standard operating
procedure (SOP) for a given mobile tumor site. This
Task Group recommends that such a site-specific SOP
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F IGURE 9 Polar plots of the absolute change in water-equivalent path length (ΔWEPL) as a function of beam angle for patients with
right-sided tumors (a–c) and left-sided tumors (d), respectively. Patient 17 (PT17) has a maximum ΔWEPL of 41.1 mm (outside the range of the
plot). As examples of large WEPL, the polar plots for patients 1 and 28 are overlaid to the image registration in (e, f). Figure 3 from Gorgisyan J,
Perrin R, Lomax AJ, et al. Impact of beam angle choice on pencil-beam scanning breath-hold proton therapy for lung lesions. Acta Oncol.
2017;56(6):853-859)

address all aspects of the end-to-end process, from sim-
ulation to treatment planning to delivery including IGRT
processes.

The SOP should minimally include, when applica-
ble:

⋅ recommendations for patient immobilization;
⋅ description of the simulation imaging required;
⋅ when, who, and how to review the simulation images;
⋅ criteria for any motion-management decisions that

need to be made either at the time of simulation (e.g.,
whether to employ BH) or later in the treatment plan-
ning process (e.g., what duty cycle to use for phase
gating), and who to make these decisions;

⋅ description of the preferred or standard beam
arrangement;

⋅ list and descriptions of structures used for treatment
planning and optimization, and any HU, and/or relative
linear stopping power (RLSP) overrides;

⋅ beam parameters or parameters used in treatment-
plan optimization;

⋅ description of how to perform image guidance with the
action thresholds prescribed; and,

⋅ who and how to create documentation for each
patient.

SOP development should be tied closely with the
commissioning of the motion-management system,
which should start with testing individual components
as described in the SOP.This approach will ensure each
component meets designed or accepted specifications
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(examples include the latencies associated with the
external surrogate monitoring system, the transfer of
gating signals to the planning or delivery systems).
Experiments designed to capture or isolate this informa-
tion should replicate as close as possible the setup that
will be employed clinically. Once individual subsystem
testing is completed, end-to-end testing (image guid-
ance with dosimetric evaluation) is crucial to assess
the overall performance of the motion-management sys-
tem and the validity of the SOP. The end-to-end test
of the SOP should be performed before initial patient
treatment and on an annual basis. Depending on the
resources available, the SOP could be developed with
a limited initial study to establish a set of conservative
parameters.The SOP,regardless of the thoroughness of
the initial study, should be reviewed and updated after
the clinical implementation, as the clinical group gains
experience and gains a better understanding of the pro-
cedure.

The use of motion phantoms is a critical component
in the process described above. Ideally, the phantom
should provide a realistic proxy for the moving anatomy,
as positioned and treated under image guidance, and
a mechanism to measure the dose. 2D film or a 2D
matrix of radiation detectors is preferable to a 1D dose
measurement because the 2D film provides more com-
plete information,particularly regarding the motion inter-
play effect. Note that the use of Gafchromic films in the
particle therapy context might require an understand-
ing of, or consideration for film “quenching” (or a depen-
dency on linear energy transfer [LET]).174 The Imag-
ing and Radiation Oncology Core provides a service
to dosimetrically measure the end-to-end system per-
formance for motion-managed particle-beam therapy.175

This Task Group recommends the service or a sim-
ilar external audit. Such an audit should be treated
as a strict requirement if the users cannot complete
their internal study of end-to-end motion-management
performance.

5.1.2 Motion assessment

As mentioned previously, 4DCT is the current de facto
standard for appropriately representing the motion of an
FB target for treatment planning in both particle ther-
apy and X-ray therapy. Initial motion assessments can
and should be carried out with the most efficient means
available; fluoroscopic or cine X-ray imaging may be
more than adequate for making an initial decision at
the time of simulation as to whether to perform BH
CT or 4DCT simulation. Using X-ray imaging for motion
assessment would also reduce the imaging dose to the
patient,and pretreatment 4D/cine MRI is also an emerg-
ing tool that can be used to assess motion and augment
volumetric motion information.

5.1.3 Treatment planning and evaluation

Treatment planning and evaluation are critically impor-
tant for a successful motion-management program.
However, no commercially available TPS has imple-
mented all the treatment planning and robustness tech-
niques discussed in this report. Therefore, the QMP
needs to evaluate how various techniques (or lack
thereof) could impact patient care for a particular deliv-
ery system.As a minimum,Task Group 290 provides the
following recommendations for treatment planning and
evaluation.

Beam angle selection
WEPL-based evaluation for individual patients (or to
develop a class solution for a particular type of patient)
should be used to choose beam angles that minimize
ΔWEPL, and therefore, the impact of organ motion. It is
worth noting that currently, no commercial TPS allows
computation of ΔWEPL. Without such tools, a visual
inspection of the 4DCT or multiple BH CTs could still
help identify motion robust beam angles. In addition
to minimizing ΔWEPL, other factors for beam angle
selection, such as minimizing OAR dose, avoiding high
LET/relative biological effectiveness dose to OAR,176

should also be considered.

Application of treatment planning-based techniques
Many motion-management techniques, including target
volume override,BSPTV,motion robust optimization,and
rescanning, could be implemented in TPS. QMP should
be aware of such techniques’ availability and effective-
ness for the specific delivery system, and apply them as
needed for individual patients.

Plan motion robustness evaluation
A system should be developed to evaluate the motion
robustness of a developed treatment plan based on
the chosen delivery and motion-management technique
including evaluation criteria and fall back strategy (e.g.,
replan or use a different technique for motion manage-
ment).

5.1.4 Techniques for PS and US delivery
systems

Due to the high frequency of range modulation, the inter-
play is not considered a major issue for PS delivery
systems or US systems with ridge filters. For energy-
stacking-based US systems, the interplay effect also
needs to be considered. As a result, in terms of motion-
management strategies,US and PS systems share sim-
ilar considerations.

The Task Group recommends focusing mainly on
reducing the magnitude of motion and motion-related
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proton range uncertainties for US and PS delivery sys-
tems. Volume imaging, such as CBCT, should be used
to ensure that the motion-mitigation method accurately
reproduces the tissues’ characteristics that the beams
pass through.

Beam angles optimization should be to reduce
the motion-related treatment margin on the distal
side. However, as the OAR at the proximal side can
receive a higher dose with PS delivery than with PBS,
the choice of a PS system’s beam angle can be
limited.

5.1.5 Techniques for PBS delivery
systems

This Task Group recommends investigating the clini-
cal feasibility of rescanning to mitigate interplay effects,
particularly when treating FB patients with PBS, before
exploring more sophisticated motion-management tech-
niques.

Rescanning
The selection of an appropriate rescanning technique
at a given institution should consider hardware param-
eters and treatment planning software compatibility.
Simple dosimetry measurements with 1D, 2D, or 3D
dynamic motion phantoms and an ion chamber array or
film should be performed to explore the available res-
canning parameter space including tumor size, depth,
shape, motion range, and the number of rescans. Fur-
ther, dosimetric commissioning measurements should
be taken with static phantom geometries to demon-
strate dosimetric equivalence of a set of test plans
with and without rescanning (for equivalent total MU
per field), and the capacity of improvement of res-
canning with dynamic phantom geometries. Institution-
specific tolerances on dosimetric equivalence should
be established partly based on machine and delivery
specifications.

A cutoff motion range, below which interplay may
be neglected, should also be determined by taking the
following parameters into account: tumor size, depth,
shape, motion range, and the number of rescans. Based
on surveys shown in Supporting information Table S1
and published literature,177 a conservative estimation of
the cutoff motion range, for example, 5 mm, could be
used in the absence of data to complete the study to
derive the cutoff range.

Besides evaluating the dosimetric effectiveness of
rescanning, clinical delivery efficiency is also an impor-
tant parameter to consider when selecting a rescan-
ning technique, especially in the context of a multi-
room facility, where the patient waiting time while on
the treatment table may increase setup uncertainties
and decrease patient throughput. D4DD could provide
insight into these considerations.

Dynamic 4DD calculations (or similar dynamic
simulations)
This Task Group sees D4DD as a vital tool in motion
management. Where D4DD calculations are avail-
able, the best practice is to use the site- and case-
specific timing information. The timing information typ-
ically cannot be directly deduced from published stud-
ies because the timing depends on the institution’s
specific PBS configuration, such as required number
of rescans, effective spot size, spot spacing, minimum
deliverable MU, spot delivery technique and sequence,
energy-switching time, in-layer spot delivery timings,and
the potential for real-time spot delivery synchroniza-
tion with patients’ breathing. D4DD calculations rely
heavily on the accuracy of a site-specific spot deliv-
ery timing model178 and the accuracy of DIR. This
Task Group, thus, recommends that each site validates
the D4DD calculations with phantom measurements
as well.

5.2 Recommendations for active
motion-management techniques

As mentioned in Section 4.5,active motion management
techniques require varying levels of additional involve-
ment and support from both the patient and the treat-
ment team to achieve the overarching goal of reducing
target motion uncertainty during beam delivery.

5.2.1 Recommendations for selection of
active motion-management techniques

Figure 10 illustrates a qualitative comparison of var-
ious active motion-management techniques currently
being explored or used for/during particle-beam deliv-
ery for their staff and patient training, delivery variables,
and commercial support requirements. In Figure 10,
the active motion-management techniques are scored
for each evaluation metric on the vertical axis using a
numerical scale on the horizontal axis that reflects its rel-
ative importance. In general,active motion-management
techniques require a moderate-to- high level of patient
involvement. BH usually requires the highest level of
patient coaching and practice to yield the best results.
In contrast, apneic oxygenation needs no patient train-
ing and a high level of anesthesiology support (non-RO
staff requirement). Patient compliance with breathing
regularity or BH length usually has some impact on the
quality of the treatment. Requirements and availability
for commercial and in-house technical support, including
implementation, validation, commissioning, and patient
and equipment QA needs, along with staff training, both
within Radiation Oncology departments and comple-
mentary clinical care teams (such as nursing,anesthesi-
ology), will also need to be evaluated thoroughly before
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F IGURE 10 An example of qualitative comparison of active motion-management techniques currently proposed for implementation during
particle therapy. The required participation or the effect of active motion-management techniques (tracking, apneic oxygenation, abdominal
compression, breath-hold, respiratory gating) were estimated for each of the evaluation metrics using a numerical scale (1 to 5 [highest])

settling on appropriate active motion-management tech-
niques. A robust triage process is also essential to iden-
tify the appropriate motion-management technique for
each patient.

It has to be reiterated that while numerous techniques
described above are available,not all of them may apply
to the given facility. There exists a strong dependence
on compatibility with the given facility’s IGRT capa-
bilities. Furthermore, it is likely the case that no sin-
gular approach will serve all patients’ needs. Hence,
depending upon the level of technical and personnel
support available, multiple techniques should be con-
sidered for adoption, to be used either in isolation or
used in combination. Each facility can develop a qual-
itative evaluation process similar to Figure 10 to help
in prioritizing the implementation process. The appropri-
ate motion-management technique for a given patient
should be decided with a team approach involving a radi-
ation oncologist, QMP, and therapist, to enhance patient
compliance, satisfaction, and overall treatment delivery
accuracy.

5.2.2 Recommendations for
implementation of specific active
motion-management techniques

In addition to recommendations in section 5.1.1, before
patient use, the effects of residual motion, including
baseline shifts within the respiratory gate or BH, should
also be thoroughly evaluated and well documented by a
QMP. The interplay effect of the residual motion should

be assessed for the given delivery system for scanning
beam delivery. Mitigation strategies, such as reducing
gating window, rescanning, or breath sampling rescan-
ning should be considered. In general, fast delivery is
desirable for BH delivery for BH consistency. As dis-
cussed in Section 4.5.1, some of these evaluations may
not be feasible with commercially available tools and
may need in-house development.

For individual patients, the duration of each gate
cycle/BH and the reproducibility of target position
between breath cycles or BHs should be evaluated by
assessing repeat imaging at simulation before treat-
ment planning and confirmed using pretreatment imag-
ing before treatment delivery. When applicable, proper
consideration should be given to the typical beam pulsed
delivery duty cycles (cyclotron and synchrotron sys-
tems) and synchronizing with the actual patient respira-
tory cycles or BHs. In addition, patient compliance with
any active BH facilitator (such as active breathing control
or AC) should be determined at simulation.

5.3 Recommendations on image
guidance, equipment, and clinical
decision-making

It is essential to recognize that, although the technolo-
gies used in particle therapy for IGRT are similar to
those used in conventional external-beam therapy, the
implementation of IGRT in the clinical process must be
different for particle therapy because of the sensitivity
of dose deposition to anatomy and ΔWEPL. Thus, this
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Task Group recommends that a QMP review and dis-
cuss the following aspects for particle therapy with team
members in the radiation oncology department:

1. QMP should be familiar with the functionality, accu-
racy, and specifications of the implemented imaging
technologies, and understand the dosimetric impact
of the uncertainties resulting from the IGRT proce-
dure, ideally, for individual patients.

2. QMP should have a thorough understanding of the
interaction between the imaging and delivery system,
which is particularly important for patient treatments
with active motion management.

3. IGRT clinical decision-making schemes for motion
management in particle therapy must be thoroughly
considered on a per-site basis, with a clear identifica-
tion of roles and responsibilities of each team mem-
ber. These schemes will likely vary from those used
in X-ray therapy and will also vary with the motion-
management strategy employed.

5.4 Recommendations on repeated
imaging during treatment

As discussed in Section 4.8.2., the degree of interfrac-
tion change of patient motion varies, and the sensi-
tivity of the dose distribution toward the interfraction
change might depend on treatment planning and deliv-
ery techniques. Therefore, a conservative plan to moni-
tor the robustness of the dose distribution by performing
volumetric CT imaging with a specific frequency (e.g.,
weekly) is prudent, especially when facilities have less
experience treating the applicable site, or without on-
board volumatric imaging.

5.5 Recommendations for
manufacturers

5.5.1 Communication and information
sharing

Many commercial and home-made devices are avail-
able to assist the user with motion management dur-
ing the planning and delivery of external-beam radia-
tion therapy. These devices typically need to be syn-
chronized with the imaging and beam delivery systems.
Thus, providing safe and effective treatment requires
accurate data transmission between the imaging, treat-
ment planning, and delivery systems. Therefore, this
Task Group recommends that both health care orga-
nizations and vendors join the Integrating Healthcare
Enterprise-Radiation Oncology (IHE-RO) initiative that
aims to improve system-to-system connections and,
thus, helps to ensure a safe, efficient radiation oncology
practice.

Both users and manufacturers of equipment used for
patient motion management will find documents pub-
lished by the International Electrotechnical Commis-
sion (IEC) and DICOM helpful in establishing a stan-
dard communication framework in the broad context
of radiotherapy, and more specifically, motion manage-
ment. For example, the DICOM communication stan-
dard already includes some elements on motion man-
agement, but these are seldom used in TPSs, beam
delivery systems,or motion-management equipment.To
improve the safety and accuracy of treatments, man-
ufacturers should strive to incorporate standard meth-
ods of communicating motion-management information
between various pieces of equipment. Our specific rec-
ommendations include:

⋅ Incorporating transmission of motion parameters,
including waveforms from motion sensors and/or
image systems (e.g., 4DCT) to the TPS.

⋅ Incorporating transmission of motion parameters from
the TPS to the delivery system.

⋅ Displaying the motion parameters used during treat-
ment (e.g., waveform, gating parameters) at the treat-
ment console during setup.

⋅ Incorporating the patient motion parameters during
delivery into the existing scanning beam delivery
record enables the association of breathing and scan-
ning beam delivery.

5.5.2 Imaging and image guidance

Given the importance of image guidance in particle ther-
apy and accurate modeling of the patient for motion
management, this Task Group recommends that man-
ufacturers implement the following to improve imaging
and image guidance:

⋅ Improve imaging capacity for image guidance. Exam-
ples include improving in-room volumetric imaging to
enable 4D (CB)CT, BH (CB)CT, or (4D/BH) MRI, and
improving real-time imaging of the patient.

⋅ Improve the integration of imaging and delivery sys-
tems to enable active motion-management techniques
such as gating.For example, the ability to image within
the same logical “gate”used for treatment, or image at
a certain point in the respiratory cycle, is often lacking.

⋅ Improve image guidance workflow to enable fast dose
calculation/validation and online adaptation using in-
room imaging.

5.5.3 4DD and D4DD calculation

As detailed in Section 4.6, 4DD and D4DD calcula-
tions are essential in implementing PBS for moving
targets. Therefore, this Task Group recommends that
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F IGURE 11 Sample workflow for motion management in particle therapy. *WED water-equivalent depth, a synonym of WEPL

manufacturers support 4DD and D4DD calculations in
their TPSs. In addition to the information and communi-
cation issues mentioned above, our specific recommen-
dations include:

⋅ Incorporate DIR, automatic contour propagation, and
dose deformation into the treatment planning work-
flow.

⋅ Enable beam angle-specific WEPL (ΔWEPL) analysis.
⋅ Enable 4D optimization. Manufacturers should also

extend the concepts of robust optimization and 4D
optimization to allow for additional freedom in terms
of plan optimization such as multiple-CT optimization.

5.6 Sample workflow

Figure 11 shows a sample workflow for motion manage-
ment in particle therapy. For example, the figure illus-
trates the crucial steps of motion evaluation (both per-
pendicular and parallel to the beam direction), the deci-
sion on whether to use motion-reduction techniques,
interplay evaluation, motion robustness evaluation, and
verification imaging. Specific criteria should be devel-
oped for each of these steps using the characteristics
of the TPS and treatment delivery system.

6 RISK FACTORS AND RISK
MITIGATION IN THE CLINICAL
DEPLOYMENT OF MOTION-MANAGEMENT
STRATEGIES FOR PARTICLE THERAPY

With an increasing consensus about the need to man-
age the quality and safety based on the weaknesses

and vulnerabilities in the complex workflow or processes
of radiotherapy, our field has begun adopting prospec-
tive quality management (QM) techniques, such as fail-
ure modes and effects analysis (FMEA), as opposed
to reactive QM. While conventional photon radiother-
apy benefits from a high degree of standardization in
equipment, procedures, and quality control protocols for
motion management,particle therapy shows a wide vari-
ation in adapting a mitigation strategy which is also con-
tinuously evolving with advancements in the technology.
This broad range of strategies requires a higher degree
of customization in the QM than those with intimate
knowledge of the specific strategies must be carried out.

To facilitate the development of a prospective QM pro-
gram, an FMEA analysis was performed for the process
of treating a moving target with particle therapy. The
identified risk factors are summarized and discussed
in this section. TG-290 shares the experts’ opinions on
relevant risk factors and potential mitigations so that
they are not neglected but instead incorporated in a
site-specific analysis performed in individual clinics.The
presented analysis focuses on the identification of risk
factors only. However, it does not address the design
of potential quality improvement programs or interven-
tions that will lower the overall risk score for each failure
mode, an essential aspect of a complete FMEA-base
QM when performed by a specific clinic. The analysis
was carried out by the task group members, a total of
six QMPs who are actively involved in the adaptation
and management of motion-management strategies in
their clinic.The motion-management process for particle
radiotherapy follows a similar sequence of processes
associated with conventional radiotherapy, as illustrated
in the generic IMRT process of TG-100.179 Still, it
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features additional steps in CT simulation, treatment
planning, localization, and treatment delivery. These
steps are needed to; (a) model and assess the extent
of the motion; (b) proactively account for the motion in
planning; and (c) set up and treat the moving target. For
this analysis, the workflow shown in Figure 11 was used
as a sample process map.

Only motion-management strategies that are widely
practiced were considered in the process. They are FB-
ITV, FB-gating, FB with robust optimization using 4D CT
(FB-4D), motion-suppressed AC, and BH. Three treat-
ment delivery modalities currently in practice, that is,
PS, US, and PBS are included. However, in the con-
text of failure modes in motion management, PS and
US are not uniquely different and are, therefore, con-
sidered together in the analysis. Similarly, the techni-
cal differences in delivering pencil spots in PBS (e.g.,
raster vs. spot scanning) were considered indiscernible.
The analyzed failure modes are specific only to motion-
management strategies, and a deliberate effort was
made to reduce redundant failure modes with the con-
ventional treatments of static targets.

Potential causes of failure modes (a total of 50) were
generated in discussions with inputs from the group.
They are attributed to (a) patient factors including patient
compliance; anatomy motion outside of the target; inter-
play effect with beam delivery; and changes in motion
pattern or magnitude during a treatment course; (b)
equipment factors including limitations in imaging and
motion assessment; synchronization with beam deliv-
ery (lagging); synchronization with patient motion;beam
delivery uncertainties; and (c) human factors including
documentation and training related risks. Risk assess-
ments were based on three attributes scored on a 10-
point scale: severity if the failure occurs,S;probability of
occurrence of this particular failure, O; and the proba-
bility that this particular failure would go undetected, D.
The interpretations of the 10-point scales are semiquan-
titative but explicitly followed the TG-100 scales in the
assessment.For each failure mode,the risk priority num-
bers (RPN defined as the product of S, O, and D) were
computed and then averaged over all the respondents.
The failure modes were ranked in order of importance
using the averaged RPNs. An RPN score conceptually
represents the risk posed to the patient by undetected
failures.

6.1 Summary of FMEA analysis

Failure modes with the associated RPN values are cat-
egorized by mitigation strategies and treatment modal-
ities and summarized in Table 1. Average RPN val-
ues ranged from 57 to 279. Failure modes having the
highest-ranked 20% (determined to be high-risk) are
listed in the table.No failure mode was identified to show
the average severity above nine (i.e., possible severe

toxicity or tumor underdose, or catastrophic), while the
average values ranged from 4.7 to 7.8. Failure modes
causing relatively high severity (i.e.,S ≥ 7) are also listed
in the table for reference.

It is noticeable that those surveyed found that the
treatment delivery process poses the most high-risk fail-
ure modes. The high risks are attributed to uncertainties
in breathing patterns. When active motion-management
strategies, such as FB-gating, AC, or BH are used, the
risk increases with the added complexity of procedures.
Therefore, the corresponding QM should be elevated
with appropriate staff training and standardized pro-
cedures. Moreover, if the residual motion is large and
unaccounted for even when active mitigation strategies
are used for treating a moving target, the target cover-
age could still be compromised due to interplay effects,
which is one failure mode specific to PBS, as noted in
the table.

7 SUMMARY

This Task Group recommends that before deployment
of motion management for any treatment site, a thor-
ough, well-documented treatment planning study is per-
formed using retrospective 3D or 4D CT data from a
representative cohort of patients. Based on the findings
of this study, an SOP for the mobile tumor site should
be developed. The Task Group recommends that this
site-specific SOP address all aspects of the process,
from simulation to treatment delivery including image-
guidance processes. The SOP should minimally include
recommendations for patient immobilization; a descrip-
tion of the simulation imaging required; when, who, and
how to review the simulation images; criteria for any
motion-management decisions that need to be made
either at the time of simulation (e.g., whether to employ
BH) or later in the treatment planning process (e.g.,what
duty cycle to use for phase gating), and who to make
these decisions;description of the preferred or standard
beam arrangement; list and descriptions of structures
used for treatment planning and optimization, and any
HU and/or RLSP overrides;beam parameters or param-
eters used in treatment-plan optimization; a descrip-
tion of how to perform image guidance with the action
thresholds prescribed; and, who and how to create doc-
umentation for each patient. An end-to-end test of the
SOP should be performed before initial patient treat-
ment and annually.A risk-based methodology should be
adopted to establish the QM program and as an ongoing
activity aimed toward continuous process improvement.
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A PPENDIX 1 : C A R D IAC MOT ION
Cardiac motion has different implications in radiation
oncology. Compared to respiratory motion discussed in
3.1, the frequency of cardiac motion (60–80 bpm) is
much higher and the motion amplitude lower. Thus, car-
diac motion-related dosimetric influence is less critical
than respiration. But the heart is also influenced by res-
piratory motion,that is,the overall motion is a superimpo-
sition of cardiac and respiratory motion.180 In daily clin-
ical practice, the influence of cardiac motion is, thus, of
minor importance in radiation oncology.

This conclusion changes when the heart is the pri-
mary target, as in ventricular tachycardia or atrial fib-
rillation treatments.181 The method of choice for the
treatment of severe disease progression is catheter
ablation.182 The rationale is the inactivation of arrhyth-
mogenic areas in the heart or the isolation of the pul-
monary veins in case of treatment of atrial fibrillation.
Since catheter-based ablation is an invasive procedure
and, thus,not always feasible due to comorbidities or not

always successful in reaching a persistent inactivation,
other energy sources were investigated.Feasibility using
radiation183 has been shown several times, included in-
vitro assessments,184 in-vivo preclinical studies in swine
for beta-radiation,185 photons,186 especially with clini-
cal radiation therapy equipment,187 protons,188 as well
as carbon therapy.144 These data show that very high
doses of 25–55 Gy in stereotactic radiosurgery setting
are required to induce the functional endpoints such as
interruption of cardiac impulse propagation or atrioven-
tricular nodal block. The study using C-12 included 4D
reconstruction (including cardiac motion) of the deliv-
ered dose.146

In parallel to these preclinical investigations, several
centers started to treat individual patients who could
not get cured with state-of -the-art treatment options with
photon radiation therapy.189,190

The first case report of stereotactic ablative radio-
therapy for the treatment of refractory cardiac ventric-
ular arrhythmia by Loo et al. was published in 2015.191

Cuculich et al. reported the first series of five patients
treated by a standard C-arm linac with 25 Gy in a sin-
gle session using a 4DCT-based ITV to account for
cardiac and respiratory motion.192 The clinical follow-
up showed a 99.9% reduction of ventricular tachycardia
(VT) episodes after a 4-week blanking period after treat-
ment delivery. Similarly, Neuwirth et al.193 reported on
ten patients treated with a Cyberknife in 2014–2017.The
cardiac motion was addressed by forming an ITV, while
the respiratory motion was compensated with track-
ing by using the lead of the ICD as a fiducial marker.
After receiving 25 Gy of treatment dose, the VT bur-
den decreased by 87.5% compared to baseline for these
patients.193

Treatment planning studies were used to assess the
feasibility and potential benefit of proton and carbon
therapy of arrhythmogenic lesions.194,195 Data showed
that the dose to normal tissues could be reduced com-
pared to photon therapy and can be kept under the lim-
its of radiation therapy. The study on carbon therapy
involved 4D treatment planning and showed that inter-
play between the scanned beam and overlaid heart and
respiratory motion can also be handled.

First proton therapy treatments were reported in early
2020. National Center of Oncological Hadrontherapy in
Pavia, Italy, reports treatment of a 73-year-old patient
who received treatment after IRB approval since drugs,
invasive ablation, and cardiac denervation were not
effective.196

Due to the complex setting and the relatively
low number of reports, neither the underlying biol-
ogy nor the most suitable motion-mitigation option is
fully understood. Radiation-induced fibrosis and car-
diomyocyte functional inactivation are discussed, but
longer follow-up is needed.190,197 Concerning motion
management, ITV, motion tracking, and gating are
being investigated.198 Thus, several avenues for future
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research exist, in particular for particle-beam therapy.
However, this report will not discuss cardiac motion fur-
ther because of the limited data available.

APPENDIX 2 : SURVEYS ON MOTION
MANAGEMENT FOR PARTICLE THERAPY
Three surveys on topics related to motion manage-
ment for particle therapy were conducted via private
communication in 2014, 2016, and 2018, with 10, 14,
and 13 institutions responding in the respective years
(previously unpublished, conducted by Dr. Antje Knopf
in 2014, and Dr. Stella Flampouri in 2016 and 2018).
While the emphasis of the surveys differed―the 2014
survey focused on delivery techniques, the 2016 sur-
vey focused on stereotactic body radiation therapy

(SBRT), and the 2018 survey focused on plan robust-
ness―a consensus in clinical practice and paradigms
emerged by the compilation of the surveys (Supporting
information Table S1).

The survey results suggested that the respondents’
confidence in using PBS with moving targets increased
with recent technological advancements. Despite the
increased delivery time, rescanning has become a pop-
ular option for PBS delivery owing to its simplicity. In
the SBRT setting, active motion management is criti-
cal because it effectively reduces target volume com-
pared to geometric expansions and reduces the inter-
play effect by effectively reducing the motion range.
4DCT and repeated CT are essential in monitoring
intrafractional and interfraction motion, respectively.
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